Abstract-A quasi-TEM analysis of dielectric overlay ndcrostrip is deseribed for an overlay extending several conductor Iinewidths beyond the coupled fines. This method permits the mmfysis of numerous variations of overlay coupler geometries. The relevant spectrsf domain Green's function is given sad used to generate a set of design curves when the overlay is identicaf in thickness and dielectric constant to the main substrate. A triaf 8.34-dB coupler was built. Signifkant improvement in isolation was noted with the overlay when eompsred to the equivalently dedgned uncompensated coupler. The measured vafues of isolation agree very weff with predieted values.
In this paper, the spectral domain method [7] will be used to derive a Green's function to study properties of coupled overlay microstrip. The geometry considered is shown in Fig. 1 (2) where Q= H 1 + H2 -d and 6,1, C,z, q ,3 are relative permittivities of each region. co is the permittivity of free space.
In the limit as H2 tends to O which describes microstrip with no overlay, (2) becomes 
where Kmn is given by Note that Kw = Km so that the entire matrix need not be stored fully in the computer.
Integration of (5) maybe easily done by Simpson's rule, but is the most time-consuming part of the analysis. The integrand of (5) is well defined in the limit as y goes to zero. It may be shown that by a simple application of l'Hospital's rule to (2) that this limit is
This term is the dominant contribution to the integral in (5). There are then no singular points within the range of integration. This is in contrast to spatial domain moment methods which have been shown to always exhibit logarithmic singularities which require special treatment [11] .
The integrand in (5) decays as 1/y3 so that the upper limit of the integral need be chosen only large enough such that the integrand is negligibly small. Although the spectral domain approach has been shown to exhibit no singularities using pulse expansion functions, it must be remarked that Galerkin's method in the spectral domain introduces some computational diffi- [13]. Equations (2), (4), and (5) were used to investigate ground plane effects on mode velocity ratio as a function of d/H 1 (Fig. 4) . The value of d/H 1 = 2.0 given in Fig. 4 corresponds to oO/ve = 1.00 and thus the mode velocities are essentially equalized.
Design curves similar to Fig. 2 Adams for help in the preparation of this paper.
